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As emojis are increasingly used in everyday online communication such as messaging, email, and social
networks, various techniques have attempted to improve the user experience in communicating emotions
and information through emojis. Emoji recommendation is one such example in which machine learning
is applied to predict which emojis the user is about to select, based on the user’s current input message.
Although emoji suggestion helps users identify and select the right emoji among a plethora of emojis, analyzing only a single sentence for this purpose has several limitations. First, various emotions, information,
and contexts that emerge in a flow of conversation could be missed by simply looking at the most recent
sentence. Second, it cannot suggest emojis for emoji-only messages, where the users use only emojis without any text. To overcome these issues, we present Reeboc (Recommending emojis based on context), which
combines machine learning and k-means clustering to analyze the conversation of a chat, extract different emotions or topics of the conversation, and recommend emojis that represent various contexts to the
user. To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed emoji recommendation system and understand its effects
on user experience, we performed a user study with 17 participants in eight groups in a realistic mobile
chat environment with three different modes: (i) a default static layout without emoji recommendations, (ii)
emoji recommendation based on the current single sentence, and (iii) our emoji recommendation model that
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considers the conversation. Participants spent the least amount of time in identifying and selecting the emojis
of their choice with Reeboc (38% faster than the baseline). They also chose emojis that were more highly ranked
with Reeboc than with current-sentence-only recommendations. Moreover, participants appreciated emoji
recommendations for emoji-only messages, which contributed to 36.2% of all sentences containing emojis.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Smartphones; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning approaches; • Human-centered computing → User studies; Text input;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Emoji recommendation, mobile applications, machine learning, user
experience
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1

INTRODUCTION

Emojis have become a popular form of digital communication. They represent various emotions,
facial expressions, objects, symbols, food and drinks, places, activities, flags, weather, animals, and
even specific celebrities. People use emojis in chats, social network posts and comments, emails,
and product reviews, just to name a few. It is reported that an average of 5 billion emojis are sent
everyday on Facebook Messenger and 60 million on Facebook [9]. Moreover, more than half of the
comments on Instagram include emojis [16]. Emoji usage is so widespread that an emoji ( ) was
named the word of the year by the Oxford dictionary in 2015 [15], and there is also a World Emoji
Day (July 17).
With such popularity of emojis, new emojis are often created, and as of March 2019, there are a
total of 3,019 emojis in the Unicode Standard. Although users could enjoy the availability of diverse
emojis, when selecting an emoji, having lots of options could lead to “the paradox of choice” [46]
and delay in identifying the emoji of choice. Thus, emoji recommendation has been an active topic
for both research [16, 18, 21, 50, 57] and products [26, 37, 54]. Using various machine learning and
natural language processing (NLP) techniques, most emoji recommendation algorithms analyze
the user’s input text (e.g., the current input line of a chat) and suggest emojis. However, we believe
capturing the context [10] of the whole conversation is important in emoji recommendation, as
it is challenging to understand the context in one line of chat input. Moreover, analyzing only a
single sentence leads to recommending many emojis of similar sentiment or emotion and missing
various emotions or contexts expressed in conversations. Existing models have another limitation
that affects user experience. As the models analyze the current input sentence, they cannot suggest
emojis for “emoji-only sentences.” As our user study indicates, 36.2% of the emoji-used messages
were emoji-only inputs without any text. Existing recommendation models turn back to the default
emoji layout for the emoji-only sentences, as they have no input text to analyze.
We propose Reeboc (Recommending emojis based on context), which recommends emojis
based on conversation context. Instead of simply analyzing a single input sentence, we consider
recent sentences exchanged in a conversation. Reeboc extracts various emoji usage contexts of
the conversation using a long short-term memory (LSTM) network trained by conversation data
captured from Twitter. Although we cannot capture all different types of context by analyzing
only a part of a chat conversation, our study demonstrates the effectiveness of using beyond
one chat line (e.g., five lines) in emoji recommendations. Figure 1 shows an example of emoji
recommendation during mobile chat. The default keyboard (Figure 1(a)) displays the same layout
whenever a user wants to send an emoji. An emoji recommendation model that considers the
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Fig. 1. Emoji suggestion example. When an emoji suggestion system only considers a single sentence, its
recommendation focuses on love-related emojis. However, when an emoji suggestion system considers conversations, Halloween and love-related emojis are recommended. The default layout used in mobile OSes is
a static emoji layout without emoji recommendations.

current sentence (Figure 1(b)) shows a different layout, focusing on the the word love in the
sentence. Reeboc (Figure 1(c)) instead analyzes the conversation beyond the current sentence and
displays recommendations that capture various contexts appearing in the chat. Note also that
as our model considers the conversation instead of only the current input text, we offer emoji
recommendations for emoji-only sentences as well.
We evaluate the effectiveness of considering context in emoji recommendation and its effects
on user experience through a user study. Results indicate that participants prefer the emoji recommendation model based on conversation than the one based only on the current sentence, as
analyzing the context from the conversation provided a diverse set of emotions and information
that could be missed from analyzing only the current input text. Participants were able to identify
the emoji of their choice more quickly using our suggestion model. In addition, they chose emojis that were more highly ranked with Reeboc than with current-sentence-only recommendations.
Moreover, the participants appreciated the recommendation made for emoji-only messages, which
was not possible in previous recommendation models.
The contributions of the article are as follows:
• We propose Reeboc, an emoji recommendation system considering the conversation context. Reeboc recommends emojis by understanding the various contexts available through
analyzing the conversation.
• We present a modeling method for analyzing the emoji usage context in a chat conversation
and suggest how to recommend emojis in various emoji usage contexts.
• We evaluate Reeboc during a mobile group chat in a controlled setting to show its emoji
suggestion effectiveness in reducing the emoji selection time and recommending relevant
emojis.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work in the domain of emoji
recommendation and its social interactions. We perform a preliminary Amazon Mechanical Turk
study with 230 participants in Section 3 to observe and understand the impact of analyzing conversations, rather than single sentences, for emoji suggestion, and present the design of our approach
ACM Transactions on Social Computing, Vol. 3, No. 2, Article 9. Publication date: April 2020.
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in Section 4. The effectiveness of Reeboc is presented in Section 5 through a user study and its
results. Finally, we discuss topics relevant to the social computing research community to foster
further improvements in emoji suggestion models in Section 6 and conclude the article in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK
We review related emoji suggestion methods from both recent research and products, and discuss
the impact of emojis on social interactions.
2.1 Emoji Prediction Using Machine Learning
Characterizing and predicting emojis based on a given text is an active research topic in computational linguistics. Many prior studies apply machine learning models using NLP techniques on
user-written text for emoji prediction [16, 18, 50].
Many existing NLP models in the context of social media rely on representation learning or
pretrained word embeddings that can be obtained from tools such as word2vec [34] or GloVe [40].
For example, Barbieri et al. [5] trained emoji embeddings using the skip-gram method and showed
increased accuracy. Eisner et al. [18] presented emoji2vec embeddings designed for emoji Unicode
symbols learned from their description in the unicode emoji standard. It was shown that emoji2vec
outperformed the skip-gram model on sentiment analysis tasks for a large collection of tweets.
Along with such efforts, many researchers proposed computational models using various
machine learning algorithms (e.g., LSTM, bi-LSTM, autoencoder, sequence-to-sequence, other
vision-related algorithms—CNN, ResNet) with vector representations of word- or character-level
embeddings. Wu et al. [57] developed a CNN- and LSTM-based model that recommends emojis
for plain tweet data. Thirty emojis were considered as dependent variables in their work. Felbo
et al. [21] developed DeepMoji, a deep neural network model for emoji recommendation. The
model uses two bi-LSTM models with an attention layer and is designed using 1.2 billion tweets
containing one of 64 common emojis. Its performance is reported to outperform other models
such as fasttext [27]. Zhou and Wang [63] proposed a conditional variational autoencoder (CVAE),
which adds a response encoder, recognition network, and prior network (generated from the
original encoder) on top of the conventional seq2seq (sequence-to-sequence) model. Their model
was trained on around 650,000 tweets for predicting emojis from 64 candidates and showed greater
performance than the attention-based seq2seq model. Similar to our work, Xia et al. [59] suggested
that the accuracy of emoji recommendation could improve through considering conversation.
They predicted only 10 emoji categories in the presence of two-person dialogue. Guibon et al. [24]
showed that the sentiment analysis results of the dialogue were helpful in recommending emojis.
In addition to text-based modeling, recent research has focused on utilizing multiple modalities
(e.g., images, demographics, date, time, location, or other emojis used together) instead of using
only plain text, for characterizing and recommending emojis. Barbieri et al. [2] employed a multimodal approach using pictures, text, and emojis included in Instagram posts. They built a textbased model (using bi-LSTM), a visual model (using ResNet), and a combination of both for predicting the top 20 emojis relevant to the current input. Their results show that a multimodal model can
show better recommendation performance compared to text-only models. Zhao et al. [61] benchmarked an emoji-Twitter dataset to observe the use of emojis on tweet content, tweet structure, and
user demographics. They proposed a multitask (i.e., emoji categories and positions) multimodality
(i.e., text, image, user demographics) gated recurrent unit (mmGRU) model that predicts the category and location of emoji in a user input text string. They found that users in different geographic
regions have different diversity in emoji selection, and users in different regions have different
understandings on the emotions that a single emoji imposes. Furthermore, the work showed that
emojis in different shapes (e.g., heart shape or face shape) tend to appear at different positions in a
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sentence. In another work, Barbieri et al. [4] considered three types of modalities in chat data (i.e.,
characters, words, and date) and used LSTM with the goal of predicting emojis from 300 candidate
emojis. They studied whether the semantics of emojis change over different seasons, comparing
emoji embeddings trained on a corpus of different seasons (i.e., spring, summer, autumn, and winter) and showed that some emojis are used differently depending on the time of the year.
2.2

Emoji Suggestion Products

Emoji suggestion has been a popular feature in products as well. Although there are new innovations such as Animoji/Memoji [1] on recent iPhones and ARemoji on Samsung Galaxy S9 that
utilize the camera to recognize facial muscle movements to create an animated emoji, a simple and
more intuitive way of suggesting (and using) emojis is using the “favorite emoji list,” supported
by most default mobile OS keyboards. This favorite emoji list typically includes and sorts emojis
using the recent usage count. A more advanced technique used in Line [13], Google GBoard [30],
TouchPal [52], Word Flow [44], and SwiftKey [31] is mapping specific emojis to a word. When a
user types in a predefined word, the app suggests a relevant emoji (e.g., the word love maps to “ ”).
Dango [26], Swype [37], and Minuum Keyboard [54] provide a model-based emoji suggestion,
which captures the current user’s text as input and suggests appropriate emojis based on a suggestion model. However, these applications only suggest a limited number (between 5 and 13) of
emojis, which restricts the user’s freedom of selecting from a wider variety of options. Moreover,
as they analyze only the user’s current input text, they might not capture various contexts of the
conversation and do not recommend emojis for emoji-only sentences.
2.3

Emoji and Social Interactions

In social computing research, user interactions with emoji usage has received great attention.
Most such studies highlight the discrepancies and misinterpretations of emoji usage by senders
and receivers and present design implications for mitigating such challenges. It is shown that
emoji, as a simple “ubiquitous language,” is used not only generally but also in a private and secret
fashion, highlighting intrinsic characteristics of possessing various meanings and interpretations
by individuals [56]. For example, Cha et al. [11] studied stickers, which are similar to emojis but
without universal unicodes. The study identified the semantic ambiguity of the stickers on the
senders and receivers’ standpoints due to the misunderstanding of the context. They also suggested
a function of adding an annotation to the stickers to indicate the sender’s intention.
A relationship among users’ demographic, cultural, and generational factors and different interpretations on emojis has been investigated. Lu et al. [32] analyzed the emoji usage patterns
and interpretation differences based on country, gender, and cultural backgrounds. Zhou et al.
[62] presented qualitative analysis on emoji usage in communication including nonverbal cues,
competitions, compliments, and concise message delivery. In addition, they found that emoji inas a smile,
terpretation differs by generations—for example, although most people interpret
many young generations use it to express sarcasm or speechlessness. Li et al. [29] analyzed the
relationship between personalities (i.e., openness, consciousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism) and emoji usage patterns.
Another group of studies discovered the influence of platforms on emoji usage. Although emoji
unicodes are universal, the specific design of emojis and layouts vary noticeably on each platform,
which possibly causes different interpretations of emojis [36]. Pohl et al. [41] explored how to
optimize emoji keyboard design using emoji similarity (i.e., Jaccard coefficient). In another work,
Pohl et al. [42] proposed a new keyboard layout by allowing users to zoom into the full emoji list
and select the most preferred area rather than sweeping a list of emojis.
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2.4 Summary
Our literature review indicates that many prior studies have looked into ways of predicting emojis
based on large-scale datasets and various text mining and machine learning methods. Although
such studies offer useful insights on emoji-related research and system development, we identify
several limitations, which form our motivation in performing this research.
First, regarding machine learning modeling, most prior studies used a single sentence for emoji
classification. Datasets crawled from Twitter has been primarily used, and an emoji or the most
representative emojis (if multiple emojis are in the tweet) in the given single tweet was used for
designing the recommendation model. Surprisingly, less focus has been placed on utilizing multiple consecutively related tweets (or conversation sentences) for emoji prediction. Given that it
is common to see conversations (through comments or replies) among Twitter users in the same
conversation thread, our expectation is that considering the entire conversation would provide
more contextual information for understanding the given conversation and the emojis used; thus,
better emoji prediction could be possible.
Second, existing research has primarily focused on presenting model performance and real examples of model prediction using qualitative analysis. Relatively little research has investigated the
user experience of interacting with emojis suggested by the proposed models, and the influence
of such models on social interactions in a more realistic sense—for example, how do users interact
with the suggested or reordered emojis? What other aspects should be considered together with
emoji reordering? What are the conflicts that users face between suggested emojis and users’ existing practice of using emojis? What human factors should we consider for better developing prediction models and user experience? These are some of the questions we aim to answer in our study.
3 CONVERSATION VS. SENTENCE
One of the primary objectives of our work is to understand the effectiveness of using a conversation
for learning the context associated with emojis to predict accurate emojis, and in consequence
improve user experience in emoji usage and interaction. Before developing a recommendation
model, we perform a preliminary study to investigate whether considering conversations would
be helpful in selecting emojis from an end user’s perspective, compared to using a single sentence
to extract a suitable emoji. For this, we design a user survey study on the Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) platform.1
We study a user’s ability in interpreting information in messages under two different configurations: (i) using the entire conversation and (ii) using only the last sentence of the same conversation
(in which the emoji is used). We design such an experiment to see how a target emotion (or emoji
group) might change with respect to the context. Using only the final sentence represents current
emoji recommendation systems that use only the user’s current text input. We are interested in
which emoji(s) the users select as a response to the given conversation/sentence, and how the results would be different between the two cases. For the data used for this experiment, we collect
conversations from Twitter and use the last sentence of each conversation as the single-sentence
statement.
Our hypothesis for this study is that users would be able to better select the emoji(s) that accurately capture the context when provided with the entire conversation rather than a single sentence. This is intuitively valid given that the conversation would provide us with the full contextual
“story” behind the text.

1 https://www.mturk.com/.
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Fig. 2. Survey question examples. On the left side is an example question for the conversation case, whereas
the right side shows the single-sentence scenario. Note that the question numbers of two versions are different as the order of questions are randomly presented.

3.1

Emoji Set Categorization

The purpose of this user survey is to understand whether the emotions or contexts captured from
a conversation versus from a sentence are different, not the actual selection of specific emojis.
We thus use diverse emojis of a similar emotion rather than a specific emoji itself as the ground
truth. As the number of unique emojis exceeds 3,000, many emojis have similar meanings (e.g.,
and are similar, and likewise and are similar). Hence, we limit the participants’ selection
option by applying emoji categorization. Specifically, we categorized emojis based on Ekman’s
six emotions (i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) [19, 20]. For each of the
six emotion categories, we present three representative emojis that we selected. This selection
process involved four researchers independently performing open coding. Conflicts among the
coders were resolved based on discussions. In addition to the six categories, we allowed the “none
of the above” option, which totals to seven selection options to a question. Figure 2 illustrates an
example of the questions (conversation and single-sentence cases) used in the survey.
3.2 Conversation Data
We extract data from Twitter for the survey questions based on the following criteria (we detail
the reason for using Twitter data for our experiments in Section 4.1.1):
• We limit the number of sentences in a conversation to a maximum of 10. Although Twitter
conversations can be lengthy, we noticed that limiting to 10 sentence conversations covers
more than 90% of our crawled dataset. To make sure that the MTurk study participants stay
focused on the questions, we limit the conversation to 10 sentences.
• The last sentence of a conversation contains an emoji. This emoji is considered as the
“ground-truth” emoji of the conversation.
ACM Transactions on Social Computing, Vol. 3, No. 2, Article 9. Publication date: April 2020.
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• At least two users (average 3, maximum 6) are participating in the conversation. We removed many conversations consisting of sentences posted by the same single user in our
dataset.
• Conversations with slang, swearing, or indecent words are excluded.2
• Conversations with restricted topics (e.g., conversations among fans of a celebrity) are
excluded.
• Conversations with image(s) or video(s) are excluded.

Based on these criteria, we provide MTurk participants with three conversations per emotion
category. We categorized conversations based on which one of six emotions the ground-truth emoji
belongs to.
3.3

Study Procedure

We conduct the MTurk study as a between-subjects study by preparing two independent user
groups. Each group was asked to complete either a conversation-based survey (approximately
7 minutes to complete) or a single-sentence-based survey (approximately 4 minutes to complete).
A conversation-based survey consists of conversations between two and six users, whereas the
single-sentence-based survey consists of only the last sentence of the conversation. Each user
was asked to select a proper emoji set that suits the conversation or given sentence. The purpose
of these surveys was to evaluate whether the emojis representing the context captured from a
conversation (with multiple sentences in the context) and a single sentence differ.
We collected 117 and 113 responses from the conversation survey and the single-sentence survey, respectively. For the analysis, we removed all incomplete responses, ending up with 90 and
93 valid responses for the conversation survey and the single-sentence survey, respectively (a total
of 183 responses).
3.4

Results

Table 1 summarizes the statistical results of our MTurk survey. We focus on measuring two aspects
from the responses: the number of correct responses (selection of the emoji category that matches
the ground-truth emoji in the Twitter data) and the “none of the above” responses.
First, we compare the number of correct answers made by each group. We expect that the conversation group would make more correct answers, as they were given more contextual information on the entire conversation, whereas the single-sentence group might struggle due to lack of
information. The results match our hypotheses; the conversation group gave significantly more
accurate answers than the single-sentence group (X 2 = 5.12, p = 0.02). On a per-question basis,
the conversation group noted significantly more correct answers on four questions (Q1: X 2 = 2.91,
p = 0.08; Q3: X 2 = 6.03, p = 0.01; Q6: X 2 = 4.79, p = 0.02; and Q13: X 2 = 9.10, p < 0.001), whereas
the single group scored higher on just one question (Q8: X 2 = 9.43, p < .001). Figures 3 and 4 show
what these questions were.
We also examine the difference in the number of “none of the above” answers made by each
group. This is quite pertinent to our expectation in the number of correct answers, because
with more contextual information, people would be more clear about what they want to choose;
thus, they are less likely to choose the “none of the above” option. As expected, results indicate
that the conversation group selected the “none-of-the-above” answer significantly less than
the single-sentence group (X 2 = 11.53, p = 0.007). On a per-question basis, the conversation
2 Note that slangs are removed for this MTurk study, but a subset of commonly used slang words (e.g., bull****, wtf) were
included in our modeling and its evaluation.
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Table 1. In Our MTurk Survey, Each Question Was Given as Either
a Single Sentence or in the Form of Conversations

Fig. 3. Questions 3, 13, and 18 asked in our MTurk study that resulted in significantly different answers from
the two groups.
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Fig. 4. Questions 1, 6, and 8 asked in our MTurk study with significantly different accuracy between singlesentence groups and conversation-based groups.

group had significantly fewer “none of the above” answers on three questions (Q13: X 2 = 10.11,
p < 0.001; Q16: X 2 = 4.11, p = 0.05; and Q18: X 2 = 9.46, p < 0.001), whereas there was only one
case when the single group made fewer “none-of-the-above” choices (Q9: X 2 = 4.27, p = 0.04).
In summary, our results suggest that using the entire conversation to select emoji groups showed
more correct answers and less “none of the above” answers. This highlights the importance of
taking contextual information (i.e., conversation) into account for developing an emoji prediction
model and suggesting a set of emojis to end users for better user experience.
4

EMOJI RECOMMENDATION BASED ON CONTEXT

With the lessons from our preliminary study, we design our emoji recommendation system with
the following considerations.
First, our model must consider conversations instead of using a single sentence for emoji prediction. Conversations not only include the text (and emojis) exchanged between the participants
but also the identity of the person who typed the sentence (i.e., the speaker) and the sequence of
a chat sentence.
Second, our model must capture various contexts of a conversation. There could be many different types of emotions, information, and sentiments expressed through conversations. The selection
of emojis could be based on various contexts in an ongoing chat, and the recommendation model
should provide the users with emojis that represent various contexts.
Third, our model should provide recommendations for emoji-only sentences without any text
input. By analyzing the conversation as a whole, not just the current input text, our model suggests
relevant emojis to the users even for emoji-only inputs. Note that in our pilot study where we analyzed users’ emoji usage behavior in mobile chat, it was shown that 54% of emoji-used sentences
were emoji-only sentences. Therefore, suggesting emojis for emoji-only messages could greatly
impact user experiences.
Fourth, recommendations must be made in real time. From a user-experience perspective, it is
important that the suggested emojis appear within the duration of the topic conversation. Therefore, the suggestion delay, which includes the delay for querying, machine learning algorithm
processing, and display, should be kept minimal. Note that as the processing must be done on a
mobile device (e.g., smartphone) that is not as powerful as a desktop or data center servers, the
model should be lightweight.
With these design considerations in mind, we propose Reeboc, an emoji recommendation system considering the context of mobile chat conversations. Our system consists of (i) an emoji
suggestion model that predicts emojis by analyzing a chat conversation using an LSTM model and
(ii) a context analyzer that generates emoji recommendation results considering various emoji
usage contexts.
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Fig. 5. Reeboc’s emoji suggestion process.

4.1

Suggestion Model

We present the details of the suggestion model and implementation of our system.
4.1.1 Conversation Data Collection. To train our model, we need a large amount of text data
that use various emojis with the following requirements. First, the data must be a complete conversation with at least two participants exchanging messages. Second, the data must include
the information on the time order of the chat sentences and the identity of the conversation
participants. Third, the collective data as a whole must include conversations from various people
on different topics so that we obtain a balanced dataset.
Although we identified several publicly available chat data [6, 14, 17, 22, 38, 48, 49], none satisfied
all of the preceding conditions (e.g., no information on the speaker or time order of the messages).
We hence crawled our training and testing data from Twitter [21]. Unlike articles or newspapers,
a tweet is very similar to chat data in terms of length (e.g., relatively short texts with character
limits); grammar (e.g., grammatically erroneous sentences and ill-formed text like abbreviations,
acronyms, and slang); and, importantly, wide usage of emojis. To collect conversation data, we
specifically targeted conversations through the reply function on Twitter that allows replying to a
specific tweet to communicate between users or expressing opinions on a tweet. We only collected
tweet threads that keep tweet conversation using the reply function. Our tweet reply thread data
collection satisfies all of the preceding three conditions. We collected a total of 6.3 million English
tweets from 1.5 million conversations by 1.8 million unique users from July to October 2018. The
average character count in our crawled tweets was 84.1.
Our crawled Twitter data can be generally categorized into two types based on discussion topics.
The first category is personal conversation between two and three users that are similar to mobile
chat, using the reply function. The topics of such conversations include making arrangements for
dinner gathering or other personal matters. The other category is discussion among multiple users
(typically more than two), also using the reply function. The discussion topics in this category
include news events, movies, and games, among others.
4.1.2 Data Preprocessing. Using the crawled Twitter data, we perform preprocessing to remove
noise from the data. Specifically, we select and use the top 111 emojis based on the frequency of
use. This covers more than 90% of the total emoji usage from the 6.3 million crawled tweets. In
addition, from the list of words from crawled Twitter data, we use only the most frequently used
words that cover more than 90% of the total word usage. We also ignored tweets that have two or
more different emojis in a single tweet, as they potentially confuse and complicate our learning
model. We limited the maximum number of sentences per conversation to 10 due to similar reasons
from our preliminary study. Except for the emoji used in the last sentence of a conversation, which
we use as the ground truth for the conversation, we removed the rest of the emojis from the
conversation. We removed such emojis because for them to be used as inputs to modeling, they
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Fig. 6. System training pipeline.

need to be converted to a vector on the same vector space that was converted from words (e.g.,
using word2vec), but currently there is not such a scheme.
We additionally removed stop words such as “I, a, are, an, and my” from the Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) stop word list [51]. Stop words removal is conventional in NLP because they do not
add information and removing them saves time and space [7, 23, 45, 47, 60]. We only considered
tweet threads with two or more participants. Finally, we ignored duplicate conversation caused by
retweets and tweets collected by the same conversation. Furthermore, we removed noises from the
tweets such as links, tags, hash tags, and retweet (RT) signs. With the preceding preprocessing, we
reduced the crawled 1.5 million conversations down to nearly 519,000. The validation and test set
are assigned based on the ratio of the number of data in each 111 emoji categories and are assigned
up to 1,000 conversations per emoji category.
We have upsampled and downsampled the number of training data for all emoji categories
for balancing. The “joy” ( ) emoji, the most dominant in our data (21% of total emojis used), was
downsampled in half, and the remaining emoji training samples were upsampled but did not exceed
the number of downsampled “joy” emojis.
4.1.3 LSTM Model for Emoji Suggestion. We use an LSTM network [25] for our emoji suggestion model. LSTM is evolved from a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture that has been
widely applied in various NLP-related issues. Unlike traditional RNNs, LSTM has a distinctive
property in that it can learn from a long series of inputs; previous inputs inform the current input
to consider long-term dependencies and find the best relation between the previous and current
inputs. Leveraging LSTM to train our emoji selection model allows our system to consider a sequence of words across multiple sentences in a conversation for emoji suggestions.
4.1.4 Implementation. Prior to using the preprocessed tweets as LSTM training data, we convert each word and emoji to a vector form using word-to-vector [33]. In our system, we use the
pretrained Natural Language Processing Group (TALN) word2vec model [5], which has mappings
from a word (word-to-vector) and an emoji (emoji-to-vector) to a 300-dimensional vector, respectively. Through the word-to-vector and emoji-to-vector conversions, we represent words and emojis as 300-dimensional vectors that are kept constant throughout the training process.
The training process of the model is shown in Figure 6. In addition to the 300-dimensional word
vectors, we add two more dimensions to utilize the context of the conversation: (i) the speaker
information (whether the speaker of the sentence is the current user) and (ii) the relative position
of the sentence with respect to the last sentence of the conversation (e.g., 0 if it is the last sentence,
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and –1 if it is the second to the last sentence). Each word in the sentence is then converted into
a 302-dimensional vector and is fed into the input of the LSTM model for training. The LSTM
model outputs a 300-dimensional vector given the series of 302-dimensional vectors as input. In
training, we maximize an objective function of the cosine similarity between the 300-dimensional
output and the 300-dimensional ground-truth emoji vector. The LSTM model is trained using the
Adam optimizer [28] with a learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 256. We implemented
the LSTM model using the PyTorch [39] framework.
4.2 Context Analyzer
Taking various output vectors from the LSTM model as an input, the context analyzer generates
emoji recommendation results by extracting contexts from the current conversation. The context
analyzer first clusters the output vectors to identify the contexts that are clearly distinct. It then
makes emoji recommendation sets by merging the results of emoji vectors representing the recent
conversation through clustering. This process is done in real time.
4.2.1 Selecting Input Sentences. Mobile chats could have multiple, abruptly altering topics and
thus contain multiple context switches in a series of sentences. To suggest appropriate emojis according to the chat context, an emoji suggestion system should take a number of previous messages
(i.e., a conversation) into account. A naive solution could be putting all of the previous sentences
to the model. However, putting sentences that are not related to the current input text might result
in an unwanted output. Therefore, a desired emoji suggestion system should consider a “proper”
number of sentences.
To resolve such an issue and support diverse emoji suggestions, ideally the number of messages
to consider should be decided dynamically while analyzing the context of the current conversation.
However, this would require complex computation and latency. We thus opt for a simple mechanism where we feed the last five messages, such as {st −4 , st −3 , st −2 , st −1 , st } (st being the current
sentence), and then provide five inputs, such as {st }, {st −1 , st }, {st −2 , st −1 , st }, {st −3 , st −2 , st −1 , st },
{st −4 , st −3 , st −2 , st −1 , st }, into the LSTM model. We empirically decided on five samples, as it helps
us capture multiple contexts in a conversation in low latency. The LSTM model then generates five
different output vectors, and each would provide a meaningful emotion, possibly different from
each other. Such emotions and/or information will be represented as different clusters, as we detail
in the following.
4.2.2 Context Clustering. We cluster the output vectors of similar contexts through k-means
clustering. The distance between the vectors is calculated as their cosine similarity. Our system
finds that the output vectors of all clusters have the minimum number of clusters with a cosine
similarity of at least 0.9 from the centroid while controlling the k value of k-means clustering from
1 to the number of output emoji vectors. A centroid of the cluster is the mean value of the unit
vector of each cluster and represents similar emoji usage contexts of each recent conversation.
The threshold value impacts the number of clusters and thus the diversity of emoji recommendations. The higher the threshold, the more the number of clusters, with each cluster representing
different contexts or emotions. However, if the threshold value is too high, similar types of emojis could be separated into different clusters. On the contrary, if the threshold value is too low,
different types of emojis would be clustered together. We selected the threshold of 0.9 from our
empirical analysis of Twitter data, as it gave the best performance.
Let us use the chat input in Figure 5 as an example. After the LSTM model provides four output
vectors, the three vectors near the Halloween emoji vector are grouped into one cluster, and the
vector near the love emoji vector is grouped into one cluster.
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Note that we use clustering to put similar output vectors from LSTM into similar contexts.
Although different algorithms could be used for clustering, we believe that k-means clustering
is an effective and efficient vector quantization method for our purpose. As our scheme requires
real-time processing, complex approaches such as density-based or distribution-based clustering
algorithms that consume longer processing latency would not fit our system.
4.2.3 Emoji Suggestion Interface. Reeboc provides recommended emojis based on the context
clusters. Each cluster has its emoji list that is sorted by the cosine similarity between the centroid
and emoji vectors in descending order. With these emoji lists from the clusters, Reeboc application
(the right-most image in Figure 5) displays the suggested emojis when a user clicks the emoji
button. Each row of the “emoji pad” represents the sorted emoji list in each cluster (i.e., each
detected context, emotion, or information). The order of the row is determined by the number
of output vectors in each cluster given that having more outputs for a cluster means that the
emotions from the conversation are more focused on that specific cluster. For example, if there are
two clusters and one has three vectors (C1 in Figure 5) while the other has one (C2 in Figure 5),
C1 is presented in the first row and C2 in the second row on the emoji pad. For the remaining
rows, the remaining emojis in each clusters’ emoji list are presented alternately at each row (i.e.,
remaining emojis of C1 in the third row, and those of C2 in the fourth row, and so on) until none
of the 111 emojis remain. When there is a redundant emoji that is already presented in a previous
row (therefore associated with other clusters), we skip additional presentation of the emoji to avoid
duplicates.
5 USER STUDY
We conduct a user study to investigate how Reeboc, our emoji recommendation system that considers a chat conversation instead of only current chat input, affects the user’s emoji selection and
selection latency.
5.1

Study Design

To see the effect of using our emoji recommendation system in an actual mobile chat environment
of users, we performed the following. We (i) built a prototype chat application with an emoji recommendation system for actual mobile chat environments, (ii) recruited users as a group to create
a natural chat environment, and (iii) created an environment that compares among emoji modes
that are the baseline (i.e., no recommendation), the current-sentence model, and the conversation
model. A detailed description of our study procedure follows.
5.1.1 Prototype Application. We implemented a prototype chat application with the suggestion
system for analyzing the effect of emoji suggestions on real users. Figure 7 is the prototype application that includes common mobile chat features such as chat rooms, user nicknames, text-based
chat, and emoji support. We also implemented logging for all user conversations, emoji usage, and
emoji selection latency to analyze the emoji usage patterns of users. The suggestion system runs
on the server, and the prototype application passes the conversation to the server to get the emoji
recommendation results. In our user study, emojis were recommended within 300 ms after users
click the emoji keyboard button, and the average delay was 112 ms (the average network delay
was 79 ms within the total delay).
We made three emoji modes for the experiment. The first is the baseline mode where the emoji
layout is always the same as the usual emoji keyboard layout, without any emoji recommendation
[53]. The second is the current-sentence mode that makes emoji recommendations based only
on the current user input text sentence. Finally, the conversation mode (i.e., Reeboc) is the emoji
recommendation considering the whole conversation, not just the current sentence. The second
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Fig. 7. The prototype application designed for the study. By default, the text keyboard layout is presented to
the user (a). If the user wants to use an emoji in a conversation, the user taps on the emoji keyboard button
to open the emoji keyboard layout (b). Different experimental conditions present emojis in different orders.

and third modes display recommended emojis in order of relevance (from top left to bottom right)
on the emoji keyboard.
5.1.2 Participants. We recruited 17 participants by posting advertisements through campus online communities at KAIST. We used questionnaires to select participants with experiences in using emojis in English mobile chats. In the end, 11 male and 6 female students took part in the
study (ages 20 to 29 years). To ensure that we create a natural mobile app chatting environment,
the recruitment was done on a group basis, consisting of seven groups of two members and a
group of three. The self-reported relationships among the groups were five groups of friends, one
couple, and one group of coworkers. Thirteen people were native English speakers or had between
4 and 20 years of residence in English-speaking countries. The other four reported familiarity with
chatting in English. Participants received $15 for 1 hour of participation.
5.1.3 Tasks and Conditions. To ensure that participants have a natural chat experience, we designed three tasks based on common topics in mobile chat scenarios: planning for a dinner gettogether, planning for a weekend group activity, and sharing recent memorable experiences.
Using a within-subjects design, we instructed participants to chat about the three topics, each
for 10 minutes with the three emoji modes. The task order was fixed, whereas the order of the
emoji modes was randomly assigned for each task. This means that everyone in the group had
the same order of emoji modes in the study. This was to avoid potential confounds from having
participants in the same group use different emoji modes.
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Participants used the prototype chat application that we developed for the experiment. All participants were given a mobile phone to use during the study, with the chat application installed.
Three types of Android phones were used in the study: Nexus 6P, Essential Phone, and Google
Pixel 2 XL, which have similar screen sizes of 5.7 to 6.0 inches.
5.1.4 Procedures. We carried out the following steps in our experiment. We first explained to
participants how to use the app. After a brief tutorial, participants spent 10 minutes to become
familiar with the device and keyboard. We asked them to casually chat with their group members.
Next, participants were instructed to perform three 10-minute chatting tasks within their
groups. We assured them that their chat history will be anonymized and would only be used for
research purposes. Each group spent 10 minutes on each of the three tasks, each with different
emoji modes. Note that the participants were placed in different rooms during the mobile chat so
that emotions or additional information could not be delivered using facial/verbal expressions. In
addition, to prevent participants’ expectation of different recommendation modes from affecting
the emoji usage, we did not explain the exact difference between the three emoji modes. They were
told this information after completing all three chat sessions.
Finally, we performed a semistructured one-on-one interview with each member of the group for
about 20 minutes. Participants then answered a post-questionnaire about whether they noticed any
differences between the three modes, which recommendation modes they preferred, and whether
they were satisfied with the recommendations.
5.1.5 Measures. To measure the effectiveness of emoji recommendation and understand how
our system affects participants’ chatting behavior and emoji selection time, we kept track of the
actual chat content along with the following chat interactions:
• Emojis recommended by the system and the order they were presented,
• Emojis participants selected and where they were presented on the keyboard,
• Emoji selection time, defined as the time between the user taps the emoji keyboard button
(Figure 7 (a)) and selects the (first) emoji, and
• The type of a message (whether it is an emoji-only sentence).
If the desired emoji is recommended at the top of the emoji keyboard near the focal point, participants are likely to select the emoji in a short period of time. Measuring emoji selection time serves
as a proxy for the recommendation quality. In measuring emoji selection time, we only consider
the first emoji selection time. In some cases, participants might use multiple emojis consecutively,
but from the second time and onward, the selection often takes much shorter because they often
repeat the first emoji or choose randomly. Therefore, we only focus on the first emoji selection
that directly reflects the emoji recommendation quality.
5.2 Results
Our goal of the user study was to answer the following questions through system logging and postinterviews: (1) How effective is our emoji suggestion? (2) How quickly can participants choose
emojis? These questions are influenced by emoji usage behavior of the participants. We first analyzed the emoji usage propensity of participants.
In the user study, the participants used an average of 67.8 sentences per 10-minute chat task.
The average ratio of sentences using emojis among all sentences was 34.1%. The mean number of
characters per sentence was 16.59 (standard deviation = 12.26).
5.2.1 Effectiveness of Emoji Prediction. To evaluate the effectiveness of emoji recommendations,
we analyze which emojis the participants selected during their chat. We hypothesize that with
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Fig. 8. CDF of used emoji “ranks.” The x-axis represents the presentation order of the 111 emojis on the
keyboard.

Fig. 9. Average emoji selection “ranks” for each participant in the user study. The error bars represent standard deviations.

better emoji recommendations, participants are likely to choose emojis that are presented on the
top left of the emoji keyboard (as opposed to the bottom right). To measure this effect, we use
the emoji selection rank, which is the order in which the chosen emoji is presented on the emoji
keyboard. For example, an emoji with rank = 10 means that it is the 10th presented emoji in the
recommendation conditions (or the 10th emoji on the baseline emoji keyboard). The closer the
selection rank is to 1, the higher the emoji recommendation. We compared the emoji selection
rank of the three emoji modes used in the user study. Figure 8 plots the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of emoji selection rank comparisons for the baseline, the current-sentence mode,
and the conversation mode (i.e., Reeboc). The x-axis represents the rank of suggested emojis. The
median rank (50% of CDF) is 32 for the baseline (i.e., 50% of emoji selections were made for emojis
ranked from 1 to 32 (out of 111)), 13 for the current-sentence mode, and 7 for the conversation
mode.
Overall, the two recommendation modes showed a considerably better selection rank than the
baseline. In Figure 9, all participants showed improved average selection rank using the two emoji
recommendation modes when compared to the baseline. Comparing among the recommendation
modes, the median rank of the CDF is improved from 13 to 7 in the conversation mode over the
current-sentence mode (see Figure 8). The average emoji selection rank for 12 of 17 participants
was better with the conversation mode than the current-sentence mode (see Figure 9). This suggests that the conversation mode presented more effective emoji recommendations to participants
than the baseline and the current-sentence mode.
Participants’ comments in the post-study interview echoed the emoji selection rank differences
among the three modes. Of the 17 participants, 15 said the two recommendation-based modes were
much better than the baseline for emoji selection. P7 said, “Appropriate emojis were recommended,
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Fig. 10. The ratio of emoji-only sentence among chat sentences containing emojis for each user.

Fig. 11. CDF that displays the ranks of selected emojis, specifically for emoji-only sentences.

so I could choose my emoji from the top results and reduce the time to find the emoji I wanted to
use.”
Some expressed inconvenience with emoji recommendations because the constantly changing
order of emojis display was confusing. These participants noted that they know by heart the static
default layout of the baseline and can quickly select the desired emoji. P10 responded, “I use only
certain emojis. My muscle memory remembers the locations of the emoji I use the most, so I can
choose quickly. Emoji use was more inconvenient in the recommendation modes because there
were no same emoji in the remembered position.”
5.2.2 Emoji-Only Messages. In our user study, 36.2% of the sentences containing emojis were
emoji-only sentences. The likelihood of using emoji-only sentences varied widely between participants, with a mean of 0.35 (standard deviation = 0.27) for the participants, as shown in Figure 10.
The participant who had the highest ratio of emoji-only sentences among all emoji-containing
sentences was 88%.
The conversation mode showed clear benefits when participants used only emojis without typing any text (i.e., emoji-only sentences). The model considering only the current sentence cannot
recommend emojis for emoji-only messages, as there is no text to seed the recommendation engine. Our results suggest that emoji-only sentences were used frequently and participants reported
that they primarily use emoji-only sentences to quickly react to a conversation partner’s previous
sentence or to immediately append emotion to their previous sentence. These motivations of using
emoji-only sentences bode well for Reeboc, as it uses conversations (i.e., a few previous sentences)
to recommend emojis. Figure 11 plots the CDF of emoji selection rank comparisons of the baseline,
current-sentence mode, and conversation mode only for emoji-only sentences. The median rank
(50% of CDF) was 44 for the baseline, 34 for the current-sentence mode, and 13 for the conversation mode. Intuitively, the baseline and current-sentence modes should show similar results, as
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Table 2. Average Emoji Selection Latency

All Emoji-Used Sentences

Baseline
4,601 ms

Current-Sentence Model
3,262 ms

Conversation Model
2,723 ms

Fig. 12. The average emoji selection time for each participant in the user study. The error bars represent
standard deviations.

they literally show the same layout in such cases. Nevertheless, given that the participants have
built some level of trust on the suggestion of the current-sentence mode compared to the baseline
(from previous chats), they tend to select the lower-rank emojis in this case.
Compared to Figure 8, the median emoji selection rank difference between the conversation
mode and the current-sentence mode is larger. The difference for all emoji use was 6 median rank
difference, whereas for emoji-only sentences, it was 21 median rank difference; Figure 11 shows
the median rank (50% of CDF) of 34 for the current-sentence mode and 13 of the conversation
mode.
This result suggests that the conversation mode presents stronger recommendations for an
emoji-only sentence, as it suggests emojis based on analyzing previous sentences. P10 mentioned
that the emoji-only sentence recommendation was good for reacting to the emoji used by the conversation partner: “I respond with emojis when others use emojis. In this case, I want to use a
similar emoji to what others are using, but not the same emoji. I like the emoji suggestion result.”
To summarize, most participants effectively selected emojis in the emoji recommendation modes
over the baseline emoji layout. The conversation mode (i.e., Reeboc) generally showed better emoji
recommendations than the current-sentence mode. Figure 8 shows the median rank (50% of CDF)
of 13 for the current-sentence mode and 7 for the conversation mode. Especially for the emoji-only
messages, the conversation mode showed a much better recommendation, with the median emoji
selection rank being 34 for the sentence mode and 13 for the conversation mode.
5.2.3 Emoji Selection Latency. With emoji recommendations, participants selected emojis faster
than when using the baseline. Table 2 presents the average time taken to select an emoji for each
mode. The emoji selection latency in the conversation mode was 2.73 seconds with 1.83 seconds of
standard deviation, whereas the baseline was 4.6 seconds with 4.4 seconds of standard deviation
and the current-sentence mode was 3.26 seconds with 2.64 seconds of standard deviation. This
suggests that the conversation model improves the latency compared to the baseline by 38% and
14% compared to the current-sentence mode.
Figure 12 shows the average emoji selection delay for the three emoji modes for each participant.
The conversation model showed the best performance for 13 of 17 participants. Among the four
participants whose best latency mode was not the conversation model, only one participant (P10)
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had the best latency performance with the baseline layout, and the other three showed the fastest
selection performance with the current-sentence mode.
Most participants selected emojis faster using a recommendation system compared to the baseline. Moreover, 14 of 17 participants selected emojis faster in the conversation mode than in the
current-sentence mode. P1 said: “I think emoji recommendation of the conversation mode was better. Various and more appropriate emoji were recommended. I trusted the recommendation results
and used them comfortably to pick any of the top recommendations.” For P10, emoji selection time
in the baseline was much shorter than the other modes, as explained in Section 5.2.1. She said that
she remembers the location of commonly used emojis and that changes in the emoji order made
emoji selection difficult.
5.2.4 Participants’ Perception of Emoji Suggestions. Through the post-study interview, we asked
the participants about their experience in chatting with emoji recommendations and whether the
mode switch was recognizable.
Q1. Did participants recognize the difference between the three emoji modes? We did not provide
specific details about the changes among the three sessions in the study. However, most participants naturally noted the differences among the conditions during the study. All participants
responded that they easily noticed the difference between the baseline and the two emoji recommendation modes. The difference between the current-sentence mode and the conversation mode
was recognized by 13 of 17 participants. Six of the 13 identified the recommendation difference
in the emoji-only sentences, whereas 2 participants recognized the difference only for emoji+text
sentences. The remaining 5 participants recognized the differences in both emoji+text sentences
and emoji-only sentences.
Q2. Which of the three emoji modes did participants prefer? With the exception of one aware of
the differences between the sentence mode and the conversation mode, participants favored the
conversation mode’s emoji recommendation. For those 6 participants who recognized the difference in emoji-only sentences, they all expressed that the recommendation for emoji-only sentences
was better in the conversation mode. When using emoji+text, participants were even more satisfied with the recommendation results of the conversation mode of Reeboc. P5 responded, “The
conversation mode recommends various types of emojis so it’s easy to choose the emoji I want.”
However, two participants found the conversation mode to be more inconvenient to use than
the current-sentence mode. One such case was when using an emoji for a particular word. P16
specifically said, “When I typed ‘fire,’ I hoped that the fire emoji would be recommended at the top,
but sometimes other types of emojis were recommended first. In the current-sentence model, it was
easier to find word-emoji matches with words such as lol, soccer, and fire.” This suggests that when
users have a specific intent (e.g., replace a specific word with an emoji), conversational context
might actually degrade the recommendation quality. However, in most cases where participants
wanted to express emotion and react to previous sentences, conversational context improves the
recommendation quality.
6

DISCUSSION

Based on our experiences in designing a conversation-based emoji recommendation model for mobile chat applications, we now outline several discussion points and share the current limitations
of our design.
6.1 Tweets vs. Real Chat Data
Our work, and many other previous works focusing on emoji suggestion models for chat scenarios,
utilizes Twitter-crawled data for model training [3, 55, 57]. The main reason behind using Twitter
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data was because real personal chat data is difficult to gather at a large scale. Studies that use chat
samples for model design usually focus on small-size datasets that are gathered locally. It is difficult
to capture general observations with such limited (and potentially biased) data. However, Twitter
data is relatively easy to crawl, and they share many similarities with chat data; the messages are
short, they include conversational information, and emojis are commonly used [12, 35]. In our
crawled data (1.5 million conversations), more than 0.5 million conversations included emojis. As
a result, many studies, including ours, design the model trained on tweets and evaluate the model
with user studies in a real chat setting.
Although tweets and real chat data are similar, they also have some noticeable differences. Based
on our user study experiences, we realized that our chat study participants tend to deliver many
personal and implicit messages in their chat sessions compared to tweets. Specifically, because real
chat data is generated within a conversation between designated or limited users in a virtual space
(i.e., chat room), there is a high level of personalization and implicit meanings abstracted in the
use of emojis [62]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that utilizes
large-scale real-world chat data for emoji suggestion model design, which we believe would be
valuable future work in this domain. Although outside the scope of this article, we argue that,
similar to the Crawdad Project (http://crawdad.org/) for collecting wireless network-related data
for research purposes and the Stanford Network Analysis Project (http://snap.stanford.edu/) for
network analysis and graph mining, a similar large-scale database where researchers and users can
voluntarily share and utilize chat data can be a solution to such “training versus usage” discrepancy
as a research community.
6.2

Diversifying Emoji Usage

In our user study, we noticed that approximately half of the participants used a more diverse
set of emojis in their conversations with our context-aware emoji recommendation model. One
participant (P16) noted that he used the laughing with tears emoji ( ) in 80% of cases when using
emojis. In the post-study interview, he pointed out that the main reason for doing so was because
he wanted to add an emoji to smoothen the conversation, but did not want to scroll through to
select a proper emoji for the sentence he wrote. In such cases, the ability to use a more diverse
set of emojis, without spending too much time on picking one, can enable participants to express
more nuanced and accurate emotions.
6.3 Privacy
One participant (P1) in our user study pointed out that she would be worried about privacy issues
when knowing that the chat application (or the underlying software) can analyze the context of
a conversation. We see this as a valid concern from the users’ perspective. Although solutions to
resolve privacy-related concerns are outside the scope of this work, we believe that this is an important aspect to consider. Compared to many existing chatting applications that—although they
also could read users’ messages—simply deliver them, our emoji recommendation system gave the
impression that it was analyzing her conversations and knew her intents accurately. From the chat
UI design perspective, this brings an important question about privacy and transparency. We believe that chat applications should clearly communicate to the user what they do with conversation
content and further give the user control of what gets processed by the system.
One possible design approach we can take is to allow all data processing to occur on the smartphone itself rather than sending the data to a server for emoji recommendation. Such a design
choice can limit the scope of data sharing to the user’s smartphone, thus reducing the risk of privacy leaks by an external server entity. Nevertheless, to do so, the computational complexity of the
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emoji recommendation module needs to be optimized to fit on resource-limited mobile platforms
while minimizing the impact of recommendation accuracy.
6.4

Integrating Additional Data Modalities

Our current design of Reeboc focuses on suggesting emojis based on the conversation as a whole
and not only the input sentence of a user. We see this itself as an important step, but as in many
previous works [8, 43, 58], other approaches, such as adding in data modalities, can provide additional hints to emoji suggestion as well. Having additional data such as location, time of day, or
seasons along with temporal and historical context can be factors that allow for a more accurate
emoji recommendation. However, on a practical perspective, the collection of such data can be difficult without proper support from chat applications or even the mobile OS itself. Such additional
data would need to be carefully aligned with chat context, and the collection of such additional
data might inflate the privacy issues mentioned earlier.
6.5

Limitations

Our system and evaluation have several limitations. Our study participants were limited in size
(17) and were mostly university students in their 20s, and different demographic groups might
exhibit different chat behaviors and reactions to emoji recommendations. In addition, most of our
groups were pairs, so we cannot generalize the findings to larger group settings in which more
than two people participate in a single conversation, such as group chat rooms. Understanding
a conversation context in a larger group can be more challenging, as more topics might be discussed simultaneously and more users might bring in different perspectives. Although we leave
addressing these limitations as future work, we believe that this work still presents a meaningful
step toward this promising line of research by showing the feasibility and effectiveness of contextaware emoji recommendations.
7 CONCLUSION
Although context awareness is one of the most studied subjects in social computing, human computer interaction, and mobile computing, surprisingly little research has focused on considering
context in emoji recommendations. We present Reeboc, which extracts various emotions and topics of a conversation and uses them to suggest emojis that represent diverse contexts. With our
method, we also recommend emojis for emoji-only messages, which was impossible in existing
schemes. Findings from our user study are quite encouraging. By analyzing the conversation instead of only the current input text, Reeboc provided users with a better experience in emoji selection and social communication. Here we we focused on emoji recommendations for mobile
messaging; however, we believe that our technique could also be applied in other domains, such
as emails and social networks. Although user concerns such as privacy should be seriously considered, we plan to further improve our context understanding model by considering additional
modalities such as the relationships between chat partners, physical contexts (e.g., location), and
cultural and historical contexts.
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